
  

25 Days on  Cyberpunk Roadtrip – UI Design and Assets 

This project is a PC  narrative game, with a focus on creating a user interface that fit 

the cyberpunk theme, resembled a futuristic digital diary codex, and communicated 

everything clearly to the player whilst using a limited colour palette. 

This UI kit demonstrates some of the key iconography and screen layouts. 



  



  



  



  



  



Puzzlepaws – UI Design and Assets 

Puzzlepaws was created as a University UI project, with a focus on creating an 

effective and easy-to-understand user interface optimised for a mobile screen. 

Whilst the game is only notional, this UI kit shows some of the key screens and the 

creation of a colour palette to fit the light-hearted, casual tone of the overall game. 

Interactive UI Prototype available via InVision: https://invis.io/8RT0TRSTCZ6 

 

https://invis.io/8RT0TRSTCZ6


  



  





Cygnus – UI Design and Assets 

This was a UI Design project for a notional PC sci-fi/stealth game, designed to focus  

on creating an accessible experience for players with colour-blindness. 

Interactive UI Prototype available via InVision: https://invis.io/UHT0TMLYRX5 

 

 

https://invis.io/UHT0TMLYRX5


  

Settings menu mock-up to demonstrate the four different in-game 

colour palettes, designed to accommodate players with any of the three 

most common forms of colour-blindness. 

 



 

  

My Pet Ghost – UI Assets 

This project is a PC idle game inspired by Tamagotchi. For this particular game, most of the 

UI design was concerned with fitting all of the necessary information into a very small 

browser window so that the game could be played casually alongside other programs or 

tabs. As a result, it needed clear iconography and a very limited colour palette. 



  



 

 

  

Monsoon  – UI Design & Assets 

Monsoon was an art game created as a game assets-focused project for my final year at University. For this 

particular project, it was important for the UI to fit thematically with the rest of the game world, through the 

use of colour schemes, a custom typeface, and creating diegetic elements (e.g. having the map and quit pop-

ups resemble scraps of paper/parchment).  As Monsoon’s gameplay is largely cinematic and art-focused, it 

was also important for the UI to be as minimal as possible, whilst still affording all the necessary 

functionality for the player to progress through the game, e.g. by picking locations on a map. 



  



  



  



  



  



  



 


